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The Georgia Downtown Renaissance Partnership, which 
includes the Georgia Municipal Association, the Georgia 
Cities Foundation, the Georgia Department of Community 
Affairs, the Archway Partnership, and the UGA Carl Vinson 
Institute of Government, facilitated the city of Americus in 
creating its own strategic vision, plan, and short-term work 
program. By working with government leaders, chambers of 
commerce, downtown merchants, property owners, lending 
institutions, and citizens, the Georgia Downtown Renaissance 
Partnership helps ensure that all cities in Georgia have access 
to what they need in order to realize their vision and maximize 
their potential.

Georgia Municipal Association – Created in 1933, the Georgia 
Municipal Association (GMA) is the only state organization 
that represents municipal governments in Georgia. Based 
in Atlanta, GMA is a voluntary, nonprofit organization that 
provides legislative advocacy, educational, employee benefit, 
and technical consulting services to its members. GMA’s 
purpose is to anticipate and influence the forces shaping 
Georgia’s communities and to provide leadership, tools, 
and services that assist local governments in becoming more 
innovative, effective, and responsive.

Georgia Cities Foundation – The Georgia Cities Foundation, 
founded in 1999, is a nonprofit subsidiary of the Georgia 
Municipal Association. The foundation’s mission is to assist 
cities in their efforts to revitalize and enhance downtown 
areas by serving as a partner and facilitator in funding capital 
projects through the revolving loan fund. Its services include 
the Revolving Loan Fund Program, the Heart and Soul 
Bus Tour, the Peer-to-Peer Mentoring Tour, the Downtown 
Development Authority Basic Training, and the 
Renaissance Award.

Georgia Department of Community Affairs – The Georgia 
Department of Community Affairs (DCA) was created in 
1977 to serve as an advocate for local governments. On July 
1, 1996, the governor and Georgia Assembly merged the 
Georgia Housing and Finance Authority with the Department 
of Community Affairs. Today, DCA operates a host of 
state and federal grant programs; serves as the state’s lead 
agency in housing finance and development; promulgates 
building codes to be adopted by local governments; provides 
comprehensive planning, technical, and research assistance to 
local governments; and serves as the lead agency for the state’s 
solid waste reduction efforts.

p a r t n e r s

Archway Partnership – Founded in 2005, The Archway 
Partnership is a collaborative partnership among UGA’s 
Public Service & Outreach units, Cooperative Extension, 
schools, colleges, institutes, and other entities that connects 
counties facing significant issues related to economic 
development to the knowledge, expertise, and other resources 
at the University of Georgia. The community determines the 
needs and Archway facilitates identification of faculty and 
students with expertise and similar interest. Archway has been 
partnering with Americus and Sumter County since 2008.

Carl Vinson Institute of Government – For more than 85 years, 
the Carl Vinson Institute of Government at the University of 
Georgia has worked with public officials throughout Georgia 
and around the world to improve governance and people’s 
lives. From Georgia’s early days as a largely agrarian state with 
a modest population to its modern-day status as a national and 
international force in business, industry, and politics with a 
population of almost 10 million, the Institute of Government 
has helped government leaders navigate change and forge 
strong directions for a better Georgia.
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The Allison Building on West Lamar Street,
Downtown Americus; built in 1907.
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i n t r o d u c t i o n

By the Numbers
• Population in 2013: 16,359
• Median Household Income in 2012: $27,408
• Median Resident Age in 2013: 29.2 years
• Home Ownership: 6,481 occupied homes
• Current Racial Makeup: 51% African American,            

46% White, 1% Asian, 1% mixed races, 1% other

The statistics depict a community like many others that have 
continued a sprawling development pattern. Although its 
population has remained fairly steady since 1970, Americus 
has increased the size of its commercial retail sector. Without 
a growing population augmented by increased business 
investment, there are vacancies and derelict properties 
downtown and along the commercial corridors. Rather than 
continuing to grow out, sprawl should be limited, and the 
focus should be on redeveloping vacant properties. This will 
help enhance the existing look and feel of Americus while 
strengthening the economy and saving the local government 
funds by not increasing costly city services to sprawling 
development.

Home to Habitat for Humanity International’s headquarters, 
Georgia Southwestern State University, South Georgia 
Technical College, the iconic Windsor Hotel, the beautiful 
Rylander Theatre, and notable Civil Rights movements, 
Americus, Georgia offers something for everyone. Boasting a 
rich history and close to the historic cities of Andersonville, 
Plains, and Leslie, the area has a pervasive American charm. 
Today, Americus embraces its small-town identity while 
providing numerous social opportunities and creating a family-
friendly, work-friendly, and play-friendly atmosphere.
Founded in 1832 by General John Americus Smith, Americus 
began as an agricultural community thriving off of the cotton 
industry. Characterized by its courthouse, railroads, and 
booming cotton distribution, the city was known for being the 
“Metropolis of Southwest Georgia” in its early years. Even 
though parts of Americus suffered from a huge fire during 
the Civil War (including parts of downtown), the Victorian 
and Antebellum architecture still seen today helps remind 
residents and visitors of its historic roots.

Not only does the city boast early, heavy industry: civil rights 
also played an integral role in the development of Americus’ 
historic identity. Following the concentration of Civil Rights 
activism in Albany in the early 1960s, a similar movement 
emerged in Americus. Between 1963 and 1965, the city 
received national attention after numerous protests, arrests, 
and incidents of brutality targeted at children. Members of 
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference claimed that 
Americus would be the next Selma—home to one of the most 
famous marches for voting rights in 1965. This movement 
provided both political and social opportunities for African 
Americans, and some leaders of the movement can still be 
found in city leadership positions today. The progress made 
during this time period highlights the determined, resilient, 
and passionate nature of those who call Americus home.

Moving forward, Americus needs to capitalize on its historic 
assets, diverse economy, and attractive downtown. There 
are opportunities for redevelopment and revitalization 
of downtown, and the city has the potential to be a prime 
destination for a variety of groups: families looking to relocate, 
tourists taking a weekend trip, or rising college students 
looking for a new home with plenty of social prospects. Travel 
to Americus, and you are sure to find a wealth of historic 
treasures, welcoming people, friendly business owners, and a 
warm sense of community you will not soon forget.

1950       1960      1970       1980      1990       2000      2010       2020

p o p u l a t i o n     a m e r i c u s  o v e r  t h e  y e a r sof
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M o v i n g  f o r w a r d ,  A m e r i c u s  n e e d s  t o 
c a p i t a l i z e  o n  i t s  h i s t o r i c  a s s e t s ,  d i v e r s e 

e c o n o m y ,  a n d  a t t r a c t i v e  d o w n t o w n .
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p r o c e s s

Strategic visioning is a collaborative planning and decision-
making process that relies on broad stakeholder involvement 
and a focus on asset-based development to create a shared 
community vision, plan, and implementation work plan.

Strategic visioning helps communities better understand their 
assets, more clearly identify priorities, and then use both as a 
basis for planning. Throughout the development of the plan, 
the community identifies issues that are affecting it, articulates 
big-picture goals, and develops short-term and long-term 
strategies to address the issues.

The strategic visioning and planning process involves three 
steps:

1. Where are we now?
• Plan Review
• Demographic Scan
• Visual Preference Assessment
• Steering Committee Meetings
• One-on-One Interviews
• Focus Groups
• Survey
• Town Hall Meeting

It is essential to understand the current conditions of Downtown 
Americus. The first step involves demographic research, plan 
reviews, and public engagement. Focus groups, one-on-one 
interviews, a town hall meeting, community-wide surveys, and 
a visual preference assessment reveal the community’s story as 
well as current issues and opportunities.

2. Where are we going?
• Design
• Renderings
• Visualization

In the second phase of the process, the community looks to the 
future to shape a new vision. This vision is interpreted through 
illustrations and design recommendations so that all can see 
the physical translation of the collective vision.

3. How do we get there?
• Work Program
• Design Solutions
• Short-term (1–18 months)
• Long-term (18 months–10 years)

The final step in the strategic visioning process is to create 
an implementation plan that moves the community toward its 
vision for the future. Community input and effort form the 
foundation for the implementation plan, which is critical for 
successful outcomes.

• Where are we now?
• Where are we going?
• How do we get there?

the Americus

3-STEP PROCESS :
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• Where are we now?
• Where are we going?
• How do we get there?

t i m e l i n e

step 1 — kickoff meeting
to discuss the scope of work & set planning goals

• Steering committee formation
• Steering committee meeting dates
• Survey development
• Survey distribution planning begins
• Local plan collection

step 2 — finalize the survey
• Plans submitted to the Institute of 

Government for review
• Surveys finalized and sent to the          

Institute of Government
• Steering committee meeting
• Site visit dates scheduled
• Survey distribution plan

step 3 — public engagement 
        process kickoff

• Begin scheduling one-on-one interviews, 
focus group meetings, and town hall meeting

• Launch survey
• Distribute survey

step 4 — coordinate
• Steering committee meeting, focus group 

meetings, and interviews
• Distribute survey

step 5 — survey collection &       
        analysis

• Send surveys to the Institute of Government 
for analysis

step 6 — site & public engagement   
        visit

step 7 — follow up 
any follow-up information sent to the Institute      
of Government

• Close the survey
• Solicit work program volunteers
• Reminder of next steering committee meeting

step 8 — steering committee meeting
• Review of public input
• Work plan overview
• Solicit work program volunteers 

step 9 — work program meeting
• Work plan overview
• Work plan area of interest selection
• Action groups formed
• Select initial action item 

step 10 — work plan development
• Continue to develop implementation steps for 

work plan action items

step 11 — work plan finalization
• Internal meetings with each action item 

subgroup
• Finalize action items
• Report progress to date
• Determine six-month calendar

step 12 — final presentation
• Presentations
• Action item subgroup presentations

step 13 — final report
• Present final report and distribute to Americus

11
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s u m m a r y   p a s t  p l a n s

List of plans, studies, and surveys included in the review:

• Preliminary Americus Report: Retail Market Power 
Analysis

• Over/Under Supply Analysis: Sumter County

• Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard/Highway 19 
Corridor Report

• City of Americus Wayfinding and Signage

• Americus Community and Georgia Southwestern 
University Students Response Survey

• Americus Community and South Georgia Technical 
College Students Survey Response Summary

• Bike Path Planning Research

• Historic Preservation in Americus, Loft Living and 
Upper Story Downtown Space (Spring 2012)

• Highway 280: A Welcome Corridor

• Tripp Street Corridor Plan

• River Valley Regional Commission: Housing Survey 
for City of Americus

• University of Georgia: Americus Sumter Housing 
Assessment

• Sumter County Community Incubator Readiness 
Assessment

• City of Americus Urban Redevelopment Plan

• GeorgiaForward Young Gamechangers Proposals to 
City of Americus, 2013

• City of Americus Strategic Plan: 2012–2016

of

12
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retail shops, expressed in the GSW and SGTC Surveys and 
GeorgiaForward Young Gamechangers’ recommendations. 
However, the 2011 Over/Under Supply Analysis indicated that 
Americus currently has more restaurants than it can support, 
an issue that plagues a variety of retail sectors. There are also 
plans to create new business-friendly districts around Tripp 
Street, Highway 19, and the site of the former Sumter Regional 
Hospital, but creating new retail hubs may be problematic if 
the city is already attempting to support more retail than it can 
(stated in a study by the University of Georgia Small Business 
Development Center). Rather than creating new commercial 
hubs, the city should focus on bringing retail and dining back 
to existing target areas, like downtown.

Data from the Preliminary Americus Report: Retail Market 
Power Analysis suggests that Americus is losing sales in 
many sectors. This is occurring despite Americus being over 
capacity in many retail sectors. These seemingly conflicting 
findings suggest that Americus might increase local spending 
if there were more diverse, local options within these sectors. 
Forming a partnership with the Business Development Unit 
at GSW and offering classes from the UGA Small Business 
Development Center (SBDC) in partnership with the local 
Chamber of Commerce might be effective ways to mitigate 
this issue. Two studies compiled by the SBDC identify retail 
sectors with growth potential, so recruiting new, local retailers 
might also help.

Several plans mention the development of a business incubator. 
Although SGTC already has a Business Expansion Center, 
these plans have suggested an incubator with more support 
from both SGTC and GSW, as well as the city, the Downtown 
Development Authority, and the Chamber of Commerce. 
They have also suggested that the incubator be located in 
a more central location, such as downtown. However, the 
Sumter County Community Incubator Readiness Assessment, 
which was conducted in 2002, suggests that Sumter County 
may not be able to support an incubator and that the county 
should look into a more comprehensive “entrepreneur 
development” program instead. Note, however, that this study 
is now over 10 years old, and the purpose and organization of 
business incubators has evolved greatly in the years since it 
was published. It may be time to revisit this idea, especially in 
light of the mention of a business incubator in several 
subsequent plans.

Despite these differences, the reviewed plans displayed only 
minor conflicts. A larger problem is the vast number of goals 
set forth in these plans. As a result, the city lacks one unified 
vision for the future. Many goals have been identified; however, 
action items to achieve these goals differ, and with so many 
differing goals, there is no complete focus on any one project. 
Some plans address this by identifying goals with overlapping 
needs and action items. In choosing which goals to pursue, city 
leaders should consider the synergy among the various plans 
and examine which ones complement each other.

A m e r i c u s  a n d  S u m t e r  C o u n t y  h a v e  p r e p a r e d 
s e v e r a l  s t u d i e s  a n d  p l a n s  i n  r e c e n t  y e a r s . 
The scope of these plans has ranged from targeted 
neighborhoods to city- or county-wide. These plans primarily 
focus on the issues of land management, design elements, 
housing, and economic development.

All of the plans are fairly consistent in regard to land 
management and design elements, showing a clear desire to 
preserve the historic elements of Americus. In a county that 
relies strongly on heritage tourists as an economic driver, 
this is expected. The city has consistently included trees and 
foliage in plans and design standards, preserving a more rural 
environment. However, design standards are incomplete in a 
few areas. The city has primarily relied on overlay districts to 
implement new design standards, such as the standards within 
the city’s historic district, on Highway 19, and in the Tripp Street 
corridor. Design standards are not completely integrated into 
the city’s zoning ordinance, which means that areas outside 
of these overlay districts have much more relaxed standards. 
Many plans have focused on the transition between areas with 
contrary standards. For example, Highway 19 and downtown 
Americus have different design guidelines, but standards are 
meant to provide a natural transition between the areas. Plans 
that have already been implemented, like the Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Boulevard/Highway 19 Corridor Report, have been 
successful in encouraging new development that follows new 
design standards.

Prior plans have consistently mentioned the need for new 
housing construction, as well as illustrating a strong desire for 
more loft living in the city’s downtown district. Americus has 
made great strides in housing efforts, having recently created 
an Urban Redevelopment Agency and a joint city/county 
Landbank Authority. In addition, a new housing development 
was constructed in one of the target areas from the Urban 
Redevelopment Plan. The number of dilapidated houses in 
Americus, however, has also increased—an issue that must   
be addressed.

In regard to economic development, Americus currently has a 
diverse workforce and a wide range of industries. A substantial 
portion of the workforce is employed in the public sector, and 
Georgia Southwestern State University (GSW) and South 
Georgia Technical College (SGTC) are both large employers 
as well as serious economic drivers for the region. The city 
has a mix of jobs in health care, retail, service industries, and 
manufacturing. Tourism has also been an important industry 
in Americus, as the city and county have a large number 
of attractions.

Some conflicts regarding economic development have 
emerged in recent years. One example involves a strong 
desire among college-age residents for more restaurants and 
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p u b l i c  i n p u t

In order to strategically envision a better future for the city of 
Americus, that future needs to be depicted by those who live, 
work, study, and play there. Through a variety of public input 
methods including focus groups, written surveys, and a town 
hall meeting, we are shown a comprehensive picture of the 
Americus community’s priorities. A total of 600 surveys were 
completed by citizens across Americus from all walks of life, 
and focus group discussions were held with the 
following groups:

• Sumter Cycling

• Downtown Development Authority Board

• Senior City Staff

• Chamber Champions (High School Students)

• Archway Executive Board

• Board of Realtors

• GSW Student Leadership

• Rotary Club

• Junior Service League

• Kiwanis Club

• Payroll Development Authority Board

• Chamber of Commerce Board

• Planning and Zoning Commission

• Board of Zoning Appeals

• Historic Preservation Commission

• Habitat for Humanity Affiliate Board

• Georgia Initiative for Community Housing Team

The information received from these public input forums was 
recorded, combined, analyzed, and summarized. The results 
of this summary revealed what is currently working and needs 
to be capitalized on in the community, as well as the elements 
that need improvement or are missing.

What is working well in Americus?
Americus has an inviting “small-town” feel that appeals to 
residents and visitors alike. This results from a combination 
of unique features: the friendly residents and merchants who 
foster a supportive sense of community, the area’s rich history, 
and the quaint downtown characterized by local business.

Look around Americus and you will find pieces of history in 
every corner. Whether it is the proximity to significant historic 

Top Issues Identified:
• Downtown

• Communications

• Look: Downtown/Gateways

• Connectivity: Walking and Biking

• Business Development

• Vacant Storefronts

• Residential: Neighborhoods and Lofts

• Safety/Crime

• Georgia Southwestern State University and 
South Georgia Technical College: Integrating 
Students During and After Educational 
Attainment
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sites like Andersonville, the antebellum architecture seen 
downtown, the locations of famous Civil Rights marches, or the 
iconic buildings like the Rylander Theatre and Windsor Hotel, 
Americus is branded with its unique past. These elements, 
along with nationally recognized organizations like Habitat for 
Humanity, give the city its own sense of place.

Americus is also recognized for being a college town, home to 
both Georgia Southwestern State University (GSW) and South 
Georgia Technical College (SGTC). Taken together, these 
institutions enroll more than 4,500 full-time and part-time 
students. GSW and SGTC are incredible assets for Americus, 
as they encourage young adults to eat, shop, and reside within 
the city limits. These colleges boost tourism and bolster the 
local economy.

Throughout the public input phases, people kept bringing up 
how much they like the downtown lofts. This is something 
Americus can capitalize on—increasing the number of lofts 
can incorporate mixed-uses, provide college students a 
modern place to live, and keep a constant flow of people into 
the downtown area.

What is your vision for the future of 
the City of Americus?
Through interviews with a variety of stakeholders, focus group 
discussions, and survey feedback from the general population, 
people in Americus identified strengths of the community as 
well as things that could be improved upon. In general, people 
who live in the city would like to see a thriving downtown area, 
a thriving college town, a good education system, and overall 
increased growth in business and population. They want 
Americus to be a place that can attract visitors while bringing in 
revenue; additional retail and grocery stores have the potential 
to pull in shoppers from surrounding counties. An increase in 
business and industry would provide solid job opportunities, 
making Americus a desirable location for employment-seeking 
individuals and families. Employment opportunities would also 
attract recent graduates from the colleges in town, capitalizing 
on the existing employment base in Americus.

What is your general opinion of 
Downtown Americus?
About 70% of respondents “like some things about downtown” 
or “like some things and not others.” Only 20% said they really 
like downtown, while only 5% responded with mostly negative 
feelings toward the area.

One of the most commonly cited reasons for liking downtown 
is the charm and beauty found there. Many also appreciate 
the existing greenery, streetscapes, and appealing light poles 
found around downtown; these elements should be expanded 
and enhanced, as they give Americus a distinctive sense of 
place. The area business owners are known for being friendly 

and welcoming, contributing to the warm sense of community 
in Americus.

Americus residents cited walking as a favorite leisure activity, 
and downtown should be a prime destination for pedestrians 
and cyclists. Many expressed a desire to improve the walkability 
and connectivity of the town, as well as making the streets safer 
for these kinds of activities.

Those who hold a poor opinion of Downtown Americus cite 
the limited parking and traffic as reasons, as well as a lack 
of variety in shopping, eating, and nightlife options. A small 
number of residents associate the downtown with crime, most 
likely resulting from the vacant storefronts and dilapidated 
properties downtown. This perception may prevent people, 
particularly families, from regularly visiting or attending 
downtown events, and it should be addressed.

What is missing or not working well ,  and 
should be remedied?
Public input is divided into two sections: functional/practical 
needs versus changes that could improve the distinctive 
character of Americus.

Functional Needs
Vacant Buildings: A chief desire by those involved in the public 
input phases is to clean up the vacant storefronts downtown. 
Dilapidated and abandoned buildings give the impression 
that downtown is not looked after or well-kept. Simple façade 
improvements and awning replacements would help improve 
the look of the area.

Walkability/Connectivity: Walking and biking are both very 
popular leisure activities for the people of Americus. Increasing 
the connectivity of the city by improving sidewalks and 
streetscapes would invite pedestrians and enhance the look of 
downtown. Additional landscaping and planting buffers would 
also help beautify the area.

Downtown Living: There is a high demand for more downtown 
lofts. This is a terrific living option for young adults and college 
students. With more student housing downtown, the area 
would be populated around the clock.

Safety and Crime: There is a perceived need for a greater 
police presence throughout the city, particularly on Jackson 
Street. Americus might consider implementing a network of 
neighborhood watch programs so that citizens can help co-
produce public safety efforts.

Communication: There is a lack of communication between 
community groups and organizations. Without a central 
location for information, people are often confused about 
where to find things. Also, having two separate newspapers 
inadvertently creates a divided community, and messages 
often overlap.
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Job Creation and Retention: Americus needs to find ways to capture the talent coming out of the two colleges in town. 
Increasing job opportunities might encourage graduating students to stay in Americus.

Character
Streetscape Enhancements: Adding greenery, color, and attractive lighting would improve the overall look of downtown. 
Continuing the streetscape would also help develop the overall identity of the area.

Gateway Enhancements: Respondents repeatedly mentioned negative feelings about large advertising signs along corridors. 
Additionally, finding a way to slow truck traffic would make the streets safer for pedestrians and families. Adding mid-block 
crosswalks and fixing the sidewalks downtown would also improve safety.

Business Development: Business investment is beneficial for local communities. Removing restrictions on particular types of 
investment, offering low-interest loans to developers, and expanding incentive programs would make it easier for businesses to 
relocate to Americus.

Diversify Downtown: There is a widespread desire to have more variety in retail stores, restaurants, and bars downtown. Many 
survey respondents also expressed the need for businesses to expand their hours so that the area is more accessible on nights 
and weekends. Moving education facilities to the area would help bring in younger crowds, and organizing more family-
friendly activities and festivals would appeal to all ages.

Race Relations: With a rich history of resilience and progress, the people of Americus would like to see continuous efforts in 
improving race relations.

Town Hall Meeting

16
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a m e r i c u s  a p p r o a c h
to effective downtown development

In Americus, the community sees the downtown area as an 
indicator of overall community health, vitality, and economic 
prosperity; downtown is the heart and soul of the community. 
Therefore, some overarching principles must be integrated to 
ensure quality economic growth and development. Americus 
needs to embrace these elements to be successful in the long-term.

Downtown must be clean and safe. Businesses and individuals 
are more comfortable investing their time and money into 
clean and safe communities. There are many adverse effects 
of litter and blighted buildings, including increased crime, 
lower property values, and more litter. A clean downtown 
communicates that residents and business owners genuinely 
care about the community in which they work and live.

Save the historic fabric and reuse everything. Residents do not 
want any tear downs or demolition by neglect with regard 
to historic buildings. Residents and visitors alike appreciate 
the historic charm of Americus, and it should be preserved 
through architectural improvements and renovations. Historic 
preservation efforts contribute to the unique and quaint feel 
of downtown.

Increase housing. Population and business growth is inhibited 
by limited housing options. Adding both loft and traditional 
in-town residential housing must be a major goal. Specifically, 
providing housing downtown results in a “24-hour” image 
and would keep the area inhabited around the clock while 
improving the city’s tax base.

Increase connectivity. Big sidewalks and great streetscapes 
focusing on walking and biking help to improve a community’s 
connectivity and walkability – two things consistently cited in 

the public input that are desired by the Americus community. 
These improvements must be scaled for pedestrian use. (The 
designs should encourage and support pedestrian traffic by 
being accessible, attractive, and safe.)

Recruit and retain the best and the brightest. With a four-year 
college and a renowned technical school within its borders, 
Americus is continuing to cultivate a skilled workforce. These 
students provide a great resource for the community; don’t let 
them leave. The city should consider providing incentives for 
students to seek employment directly out of college within 
the city.

Incentivize the desired development. City leaders could make it 
easy for new developers to enter the community by providing 
incentives around the type of development the population 
desires. Focus on drawing in specific types of development to 
the vacated downtown properties.

Retain and appreciate your major downtown assets. Capitalizing 
on the Windsor Hotel, the Rylander Theatre, small businesses, 
the county, and the headquarters of Habitat for Humanity 
would make Americus stand out in relation to other cities of 
its size. Make it difficult for these businesses to leave as they 
offer a distinctive flavor to downtown.

Remember that the ideas of being a college town and a family-
oriented town are not mutually exclusive. Americus can appeal 
to a wide variety of residents, and for it to succeed, the city 
needs to embrace all types of identities. The town must offer 
something for everyone, and these things must work together.

• Keep downtown clean and safe.
• Save the historic fabric.
• Increase housing.
• Increase connectivity.

• Recruit the best and the brightest.
• Incentivize development.
• Take care of major downtown assets.
• Be both family-friendly & a college town.
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to public and private buildings, storefronts, signage, 
public spaces, parking areas, street furniture, public 
art, landscaping, merchandizing, window displays, and 
promotional materials.

• Economic Development (the Four-Point Approach uses the 
term “economic restructuring”): Economic development 
means building on and strengthening a community’s 
existing economic assets while diversifying the economic 
base. Economic development can be achieved through 
techniques to retain and expand successful businesses 
and thus providing a balanced commercial mix. Other 
strategies include sharpening the competitiveness and 
merchandizing skills of business owners and attracting 
new businesses the local market can support.

These four points work together, each supporting and assisting 
the others, to improve the social, political, physical, and 
economic vitality of downtown.

The Americus community overwhelmingly sees downtown as 
its heart and soul. The community also sees the health and 
vibrancy of downtown as a greater indicator of the overall 
health and vibrancy of the surrounding region. Therefore, it is 
necessary to pay particular attention to the future development 
of the downtown area. The downtown is more than merely 
the traditional commercial district. Downtown Americus’ 
future greatly depends on the historic neighborhoods 
that surround the area. It also depends on the reuse of the 
agricultural industrial area and buildings that have played a 
prominent role in the city’s agricultural economy, which relied 
on a local manufacturing and distribution network. Finally, 
the commercial corridors into and out of downtown play a 
significant role in the future success of the area. 

For downtown Americus to be considered a vibrant area, it 
needs more people, living, working, and playing. People are 
the key to a vibrant downtown. Focusing first on living and 
working will create the critical numbers needed for playing 
to follow.

The Americus Work Plan
The Carl Vinson Institute of Government is using an organized 
and systematic approach to downtown redevelopment and 
revitalization modeled after the Main Street Four-Point 
Approach®. The process involves creating a community vision 
based on broad community engagement and input that leads 
to the development of an implementation plan with a step-
by-step guide for success. The plan focuses on four program 
components: Organization, Promotion, Design, and Economic 
Development. To be successful, communities must look to 
address issues and opportunities in each of the components, 
working with broad public support for the betterment of the 
community.

Across each of the four program components, there is one 
critical element: public input and engagement. Those who 
live in a place know more than anyone what is needed and 
what is wanted. The buy-in and support of the community are 
essential so that we can address issues and seize opportunities. 
A community must, first and foremost, meet the needs of 
its residents—after that, opportunities to increase tourism 
and other economic opportunities will follow. Americus has 
created a work program built upon the input of its residents 
that addresses the following components:

• Organization: Organization refers to working to establish 
accord and co-action among the various and diverse groups 
that have a stake in the downtown district. Organization 
involves getting everyone in the downtown district as well 
as other community stakeholders to work together toward 
a unified goal. 

• Promotion: The goal of promotion is two-fold: creating a 
positive image of downtown that will both ignite community 
pride and improve consumer and investor confidence 
in the downtown. Promotion includes advertising, retail 
promotion, special events, and the marketing of events.

• Design: Design simply means re-creating downtown to be 
a safe, beautiful, and welcoming space for all who visit, 
work, and live there. Design includes giving attention 
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Organization
Communications
Americus has a great sense of civic engagement and pride 
along with a long history of community involvement. 
Unfortunately, currently, there does not seem to be an easy 
or effective method of communicating with all of the groups 
and members of the Americus community. Without a reliable 
communication process, there will always be overlaps and 
gaps in the services provided. The Americus Times Recorder is 
only being distributed once a week due to financial realities. 
This reduction has exacerbated the communication issue; 
however, the online reach of the Americus Times Recorder 
has consistently grown. The community is considering 
creative solutions, including regular meetings between 
community leaders and executives from local newspaper, 
radio, and other media sources.  There are currently plans 
to have this meeting quarterly and discuss the ways in which 
various entities have been able to reach the community.

Communicating with Students
In this age of email, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, newspapers, 
etc., the best way for the city and the students to communicate 
is directly, face-to-face. The College Student Focus Group 
reiterated the need for word-of-mouth communication 
methods. Moving forward, Ben Andrews, community 
development director, will attend a monthly GSW Student 
Government meeting to encourage better engagement and 
coordination between the GSW students and the Americus 
community. A similar meeting with SGTC is encouraged as well.

GSW and SGTC Community Involvement: The GSW and SGTC 
students are currently participating in the Americus community 
and are volunteering in places like Magnolia Manor. However, 
the community as a whole is unaware of student involvement, 
perhaps because the students are not identifying themselves as 
students (i.e., wearing school-branded clothing). The students 
tend not to wear SGTC or GSW clothing; thus, the greater 
community does not recognize the student involvement.

Connectivity
Connecting GSW Students to Downtown: GSW students are 
seeking the full college experience that a traditional state 
school offers. To achieve the “college experience,” students 
need more activities, especially on the weekends. Due to the 
limited number of Friday classes, most students pack up and 
head home on Thursday nights and return late Sunday. This 
greatly discourages campus life and also impacts the Americus 
community; the mass student exodus greatly decreases the 
downtown college town feel.

Connecting Downtown with GSW Campus
Coordinating a transportation system during peak times could 
greatly enhance the appeal of downtown, especially to students 
who do not have their own vehicles. One can walk along the 
sidewalk from downtown to GSW, but students feel that it is 
too far.

Infrastructure Connectivity 
The people of Americus love to walk. Walking for exercise, 
leisure, or shopping was discussed throughout the public 
input phase. People living in Americus view downtown as 
walkable and would like to continue to improve the walkable 
infrastructure. Below are several potential action steps that 
could improve connectivity:

• Determine the maintenance schedule for all downtown 
infrastructure: water, sewers, streets, and sidewalks. If 
possible, coordinate sidewalk and aesthetic improvements 
with the city maintenance schedule.

• Sidewalks: Continue to improve downtown sidewalks. The 
hexagonal pavers are costly and harder to maintain then 
traditional cement sidewalks. In the future, the hexagon 
design could be stamped into concrete, allowing a similar 
look and feel, but with less cost and lower maintenance.

• Bike Lanes: Connectivity is a sense of pride for the 
citizens of Americus. Walking as well as biking are 
activities identified in the public input phase that people 
in Americus enjoy doing. Integrate bikes lanes to create 
more connections.

• Secondary Roads: In the downtown area, increase 
sidewalks on secondary downtown streets to create more 
connections to parking lots and the rear of buildings.

• Greening: Plant shade trees on secondary roads and roads 
that are not controlled by the Georgia Department of 
Transportation (GDOT). These trees should be species 
that have a large canopy. Crape myrtle is not a good option 
for producing shade and requires more maintenance than 
other options.

• Curb Cuts: Decrease the number of curb cuts where 
possible, increase the number of sidewalks, and add 
green infrastructure to improve the appearance of the 
streetscape as well as pedestrian safety.

• Connect Downtown and the HWY 19 Park: Develop a 
walking and bicycling connection between downtown 
Americus and the HWY 19 Park via secondary roads.
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Rails with Trails
Americus could make a connection between GSW, Americus 
Sumter High School, and downtown by adding a greenway that 
would run adjacent to the railroad track. The railroad has a 
very low grade change, so it would allow for a flat greenway 
network. People could walk, bike, and even use electric vehicles 
like golf carts to get around.

Golf Carts
Encouraging all modes of transportation to connect people in 
the residential districts and downtown could be helpful. Golf 
carts could be a way to encourage people to get out and about.

Electric Car Charging Station
Another possibility is to install a DC quick charge station 
behind City Hall and the Windsor Hotel. (During a public 
input session, the idea was discussed, and it was agreed that 
funding could be possible.) This would be another asset to 
attract tourists to the area. Currently, there are only two other 
charging stations in Southwest Georgia: in Valdosta and Albany.

Clean Up Downtown
The downtown area is in need of a little TLC. It is important 
to make sure that downtown is an attractive area, that plants 
are maintained, that weeds are pulled, that sidewalks are clean 
and in good condition, that streets are cleaned regularly, and 
that litter is picked up. Every day, someone has to make sure 
downtown looks clean and tidy. The city could allocate a work 
crew to only service downtown.

City Services Downtown
As the city continues to grow, it is important to strategically 
keep city services like bill-pay downtown. Each trip downtown 
by an Americus citizen contributes to downtown vibrancy.

Civic Leadership Quarterly Meetings
Americus has many civic groups because of a rich heritage of 
service and commitment to the community. However, there is 
a lack of communication between these groups. To address this 
issue, the community development director could host quarterly 
civic group strategic planning sessions, which would allow 
these groups to better communicate and serve the community.

Improve the Look of Gateways/Corridors 
The appearance of the major roadways into and out of 
town, such as HWY 280 and HWY 19, is an issue that was 
continually raised throughout the public engagement process. 
These gateways are the first and last impressions made by the 
City of Americus on visitors and locals alike. Gateways are 
a visual indicator of a community’s pride. Is the community 
prosperous, or is it in decline? Zoning can be a useful tool 
to create aesthetically pleasing commercial corridors that 
are economically sustainable. Americus could increase the 
zoning requirements for all commercial corridors or develop 
special overlay districts that have more stringent zoning and 
ensure better development. One only has to look at Madison, 
Georgia’s HWY 441–129 to see the positive impact commercial 
corridor zoning/design standards can have on a gateway.

An initial first step toward gateway improvement could be 
island beautification/plantings on HWY 280. By simply adding 
wild flowers, these gateways would be visually improved.

100 Volunteers
The Main Street Program is responsible for spearheading the 
effort to build a stronger local economy through revitalization 
of the downtown area. Many of these efforts are volunteer 
driven. In order to grow the Main Street Program and its 
effectiveness, dedicated volunteers are needed. Developing a 
list of 100 volunteers and keeping the list up to date would be a 
tremendous resource to downtown development efforts.

Burglary
One issue cited during the public engagement process is the 
rise in the crime rate due to burglaries taking place between 
the hours of 10:00 am and 2:00 pm. The city police department 
and citizens must continue to work together to address this 
situation. Hiring a new police chief is a necessary first step 
toward improving community morale. Implementing multiple 
neighborhood watch programs in partnership with the local 
police force would be another good initial step.

organization
organization
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Connections Map

Sidewalk Inventory Map
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connectivity
Americus could make a connection between Americus Sumter 
High School, GSW, and downtown by adding a greenway that 
would run adjacent to the railroad track. The railroad has a 
very low grade change, so it would allow for a flat greenway 
network. People could walk, bike, and even use electric 
vehicles like golf carts to get around.

Connections Map
This map shows proposed connections for pedestrians and 
cyclists between the downtown, Georgia Southwestern State 
University, Sumter High School, the proposed Jackson Street 
Depot, and Muckalee Park.

Sidewalk Inventory Map
This map depicts the existing sidewalks that connect the 
downtown to the surrounding neighborhoods (shown in blue).

Americus-Sumter
High School

Georgia Southwestern
State University

downtownMuckalee Park
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connectivity -  Millard fuller boulevard
Millard Fuller Boulevard is one example in Americus where 
connectivity could be improved. 

View 1
Before
This view shows Millard Fuller Boulevard in front of Café 
Campesino. There are no sidewalks for pedestrians to use.

After
This rendering shows enhancements that could be 
implemented, such as a sidewalk to connect the area to 
the downtown, street trees to provide shade and promote 
pedestrian safety, and simple wayfinding improvements.

View 2
Before
This view is from Millard Fuller Boulevard looking south, away 
from the downtown toward Café Campesino and Muckalee 
Park. The sidewalk ends abruptly, and the area features very 
little shade.

After
This rendering shows the addition of bicycle lanes on both 
sides of Millard Fuller Boulevard as well as a brick-edged 
walkway that is shaded by street trees.
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rails with trails
Americus could make a connection between GSW, Americus 
Sumter High School, and downtown by adding a greenway 
that would run adjacent to the railroad track. The railroad has 
a very low grade change, so it would allow for a flat greenway 
network. People could walk, bike, and even use electric 
vehicles like golf carts to get around.

Before
This view is from Jackson Street looking southeast toward 
Georgia Southwestern State University along the existing 
railroad track.

After, with fence option
This rendering shows a pathway for pedestrians and cyclists 
along the railroad right-of-way that is shaded by trees and 
separated from the railroad track by a fence.

After, no fence option
This rendering shows the pathway without the fence to 
separate the pathway from the railroad.

golf carts electric car 
friendly

walk bike

improving connectivity in Americus 
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clean up downtown
The downtown area is in need of a little TLC. It is important 
to make sure that downtown is an attractive area, that plants 
are maintained, that weeds are pulled, that sidewalks are clean 
and in good condition, that streets are cleaned regularly, and 
that litter is picked up. Every day, someone has to make sure 
downtown looks clean and tidy. The city could allocate a work 
crew to only service downtown.

Trash Dumpster
Before: This lot is located behind buildings fronting Lamar 
Street and is accessible from Jackson Street and by walking 
through an alley from Lamar Street.

After: The rendering shows the lot improved by screening 
the dumpster with a wooden gate, redefining the curb edge, 
repaving and re-striping the lot, and planting trees where 
possible.

Clean up Rear Lots
Before: The photograph shows another view looking west of 
the lot that is located behind buildings fronting Lamar Street 
and is accessible from Jackson Street and by walking through 
an alley from Lamar Street.

After: Simple improvements to the landscape are made by 
planting trees in the grass median, as shown in the rendering.
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clean up downtown -  light up alleys at night
It is important to make sure that downtown is also perceived as 
a safe and welcoming place to be at night. Alleys that connect 
to parking lots are especially important.

Before
This alley is located between buildings fronting Lamar Street 
next to the Central Bank of Georgia. It leads to a parking lot 
located in the back of the buildings. During the daytime, the 
alley is well lit and safe to use. However, at night, the alley is 
not as welcoming.

After
The rendering shows the alley as it would look at night with 
new string lights hanging above the walkway, inviting users to 
travel through to the other side. 

After

Before 
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improve the look of gateways & corridors
The appearance of the major roadways into and out of 
town, such as HWY 280 and HWY 19, is an issue that was 
continually raised throughout the public engagement process. 
An initial first step to gateway improvement could be island 
beautification and plantings on HWY 280. By simply adding 
wildflowers, these gateways would be visually improved. 

Before
The photograph shows a view traveling down the East Forsyth 
Street gateway heading toward downtown.

After
The rendering shows how the median could be improved by 
planting wildflowers.

native georgia wildflowers

symphyotrichum
pilosum

symphyotrichum 
novae-angliae

bidens aristosa asclepias 
incarnata
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Before

After
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promotion
Coordinate Extended-Hour Events
An overwhelming percentage of people surveyed commented 
on the limited store hours in downtown, saying that downtown 
retail shops close at 5:00 in the evenings. Instituting extended 
hours of operation for downtown businesses would populate 
downtown after 5:00, helping transform the function of 
downtown from primarily governmental and business services 
to commercial retail and entertainment services at night. 
If downtown Americus decides to practice extended hours, 
merchants can coordinate and advertise extended schedules, 
creating an event-like feel.

Create a First Friday Event
First Fridays are a way to reintroduce residents to their 
downtown with family-friendly activities: shops hold extended 
hours, and live music and other festival-like activities are 
provided. These events would help community members 
associate downtown Americus with energy and fun, keeping 
people excited about their downtown and encouraging them 
to return.

Rylander Theatre
The Rylander Theatre is a much-loved building that gives the 
Americus community a great sense of pride. There is a strong 
feeling of community-wide ownership. Thus, many people 
envision the Rylander playing a prominent role in attracting 
more people downtown. Ways in which the Rylander could 
be used to help encourage Americus residents and visitors to 
come downtown include the following:

• Kids’ Matinée Movies on Big Shopping Days: 
On large downtown sale days such as the day after 
Thanksgiving, the Rylander could show a children’s 
matinée movie to encourage families to come downtown 
and shop while providing a safe and fun activity for kids.

• A Monthly Thursday, Friday, or Saturday Night Movie: 
Once a month, the theater could show a movie targeting 
an adult audience. Combine the movie night with special 
deals from participating downtown restaurants to create 
a “dinner-and-a-movie” event.

• Rylander Social/Mixer: Every fall, the Rylander could host 
a social targeting Georgia Southwestern State University 
(GSW) faculty. This event would welcome both new and 
old faculty to the start of the new school year as well as 
being a fabulous way to introduce the faculty to the greater 
Americus community.

Dinner and a Movie
The focus groups and survey responses made it clear that 
people would like to have an evening of activities in downtown. 

The Rylander Theatre is an incredible asset for Americus. The 
community overwhelmingly supports the theater. There is an 
opportunity to utilize the theater for movies on scheduled 
evenings and combine the movies with local restaurants that 
would offer special deals for a dinner and movie ticket option. 
Setting up “dinner-and-a-movie” nights in downtown would 
give both restaurants and the theater a boost, keeping people 
downtown after dark and contributing to Americus’ reputation 
as a destination. The dinner-and-a-movie concept could also 
be included with its normal theatrical performances, which 
might bring new viewers to these events.

Farm to Table Walk
A Farm to Table Walk could be an engaging evening activity 
for the entire family. Business owners would showcase local 
foods, and residents and visitors would walk from store to 
store, viewing the businesses, drinking wine, and sampling 
local foods. A passport of locations could be created: if a 
person visits all of the locations within the passport, then he 
or she is eligible for a raffle drawing. The Farm to Table Walk 
would expose many different people to stores and food in a 
fun and festive atmosphere.

Develop a “Shop Downtown” Campaign
The community could work in partnership with both SGTC 
and GSW to create a shop local or shop downtown campaign 
as a way to integrate new college students into the local 
business community. This would help remind community 
members to consider spending money locally rather than at 
national chain stores or on the Internet. For every $100 spent 
in locally owned stores, $68 returns to the community through 
taxes, payroll, and other expenditures. For every $100 spent 
in a national chain, only $43 stays local. Spend it online, 
and nothing stays local. By working with SGTC and GSW 
students, the community could develop a local customer base 
of students.

Advertise to Students
If local businesses would like to increase student purchases, 
then creating a small student discount could help. During 
the fall semester, GSW provides students with welcome 
information about the local community. Businesses that offer 
student discounts are listed. Often these are the locations that 
capture the student business.

Calendar Coordination and Promotion
Americus has a very strong sense of civic duty. There are many 
organizations and clubs throughout Americus. Communication 
among these clubs and city organizations is key to maximizing 
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their efforts and impact. A coordinated monthly calendar 
partnership between the paper, the chamber, and the city is a 
good first step in communicating to the community all of the 
events and activities taking place in Americus.

Promote One-, Two-, and Three-Day Trips
Americus has many historic tourism draws, from the two 
national parks to the Historic Windsor Hotel and Rylander 
Theatre. Heritage tourists spend more money and stay longer 
than other tourists, on average. Fortunately, Americus has 
a historic hotel, which separates it from almost all other 
downtowns in the state. Creating one-, two-, and three-day 
trips that use Americus as the base would help the tourism 
industry continue to grow.

Yearly Fashion Events
The city could create a yearly fun-filled fashion event that 
would incorporate many of the people that work in the 
cosmetology field. Locals enjoy an opportunity to participate in 
an out-of-the-ordinary community event, especially for a good 
cause like community solidarity. A yearly fashion event like 
a 1920s prohibition-themed evening could spark downtown 
excitement.

Walk Campaign
Many people choose to walk as a form of exercise and leisure. 
Multiple people commented about walking down Lee Street 

and the importance of downtown as the destination. To build 
on an already loved activity, the community could create a 
“Walk Campaign.” Distances could be determined between 
key destinations and displayed to communicate how easily 
accessible downtown is by foot and encourage more people 
to walk.

Smile Americus Campaign
Cross-marketing is essential for the tourism industry. When 
tourists arrive to town, they often ask employees and owners 
the question, “What is there to do?” The response can set 
the tone and duration of their stay. By creating and then 
disseminating an agreed-upon list of recommendations, the 
city could foster a positive brand.

City Website
A community is often judged by its online presence.  While the 
city has been active on social media, the city website is in need 
of updates. Modern city websites can also provide a number 
of services, such as online bill pay, online applications and 
forms, and online feedback for staff and elected officials.  A 
new website can save the city staff time and energy, and reduce 
paper and supply costs.

prom
otion
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dinner & a movie
The Rylander Theatre is an incredible asset for Americus. 
The community overwhelmingly supports the theater. There is 
an opportunity to utilize the theater for movies on scheduled 
evenings and combine the movies with local restaurants that 
would offer special deals for a dinner and movie ticket option. 

Setting up “dinner-and-a-movie” nights in downtown would 
give both restaurants and the theater a boost, keeping people 
downtown after dark and contributing to Americus’ reputation 
as a destination. The dinner-and-a-movie concept could also 
be included with its normal theatrical performances, which 
might bring new viewers to these events.

A Dinner and a Movie “ticket” like the one shown below could 
be used by local restaurants in partnership with the Rylander 
Theatre and could offer specials and discounts. The reverse 
side of the ticket could advertise the City of Americus’ website 
and direct visitors to the event calendar and other important 
information.

prom
otion
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design
Beautify Downtown Derelict Properties
The best way to address the negative appearance of derelict 
buildings in downtown Americus is to start with a can of paint. 
Many of the downtown buildings could be vastly improved 
with a coat of paint and other minor exterior cosmetic fixes. 
Owners of derelict buildings should be contacted for their 
involvement in downtown improvements. However, if they are 
not willing to comply, the Downtown Development Authority 
(DDA) and the city could step in to improve the appearance 
of such buildings.

Playground at Lenny’s Farmers Market
Lenny’s Farmers Market is a great destination for families. 
By adding a fruit- and vegetable-themed play area, Lenny’s 
Farmers Market would create a permanent amenity for 
younger children, allowing their parents more time to sell, 
shop, and socialize.

McGarrah Street Entry Corridor
The McGarrah Street entryway could be greatly improved by 
decreasing the road width, planting trees along the street, and 
improving the sidewalks. Also, the streetscape improvements 
could incorporate Civil Rights memorabilia to pay homage to 
Americus’ rich Civil Rights history.

Jackson Street Depot
Jackson Street could be a prominent historic residential 
street. Currently, Jackson Street has two derelict buildings 
and multiple vacant lots. The vacant buildings need to be 
razed or rehabilitated. The vacant lots are ideal for new 
single-family and/or condominium row-home-styled infill 
development. Public investment in the form of streetscapes 
and a new Jackson Street Depot could be a catalyst for such 
redevelopment. The Jackson Street Depot is two blocks from 
downtown and would allow for easy pedestrian access from 
the Sam Shortline to downtown.

Traffic-Calming Solutions
Lamar and Forsyth Streets are the main roads running through 
Americus. Because these roads are under the control of the 
state Department of Transportation, they have been designed 
to encourage more vehicular traffic to quickly and safely pass 
through downtown and the commercial corridor. The roads 
are one-way and have multiple lanes. This leads to people 
driving more than 25 mph through the downtown area. People 
need to obey the speed limit for safety reasons.

• A first step toward slowing the traffic could be “How Fast 
Are You Going” signs posted in and out of the downtown 
area.

• Lamar Street and Forsyth Street Reconfigurations: A 
different road configuration could slow traffic and benefit 
downtown pedestrians and businesses. Currently, 9,540 
vehicles per day travel on Lamar Street, and 10,670 
vehicles per day are on Forsyth Street. Implementing a 
pedestrian-friendly design could benefit downtown.

• Lamar Street Lane Removal: Narrowing (removing one 
of the three lanes) the downtown portion of Lamar Street 
would reduce vehicle speed as well as open up space for 
additional diagonal parking spaces. With two lanes instead 
of three, Lamar Street would still be able to accommodate 
the current flow of traffic.

Pedestrians along Lamar Street and West Forsyth Streets
Throughout the focus group sessions, people discussed the 
difficulty of pedestrians crossing these streets as well as walking 
along them. Currently, there is no network of sidewalks or bike 
lanes that would create a safe and pleasant walking or biking 
experience. The city could collaborate with the Americus-area 
GDOT representative to determine what could be done to 
make crowing and shopping safer.

Rylander Park
The new Rylander Park is a great downtown asset and 
provides a needed green space. There is an opportunity 
to expand this park by redesigning the adjacent rear row of 
buildings that front Cotton Avenue. By creating rear business 
access in a pedestrian or green area, Americus would create 
a lively outdoor area that could accommodate multiple types 
of programming, increasing the number of people in the area 
throughout the day and evening.

Complete Streets Policy
People in Americus would like to make it easier and safer for 
citizens to walk and bike all over Americus. One approach 
that would address this desire would be the implementation 
of a Complete Streets policy by the city. Complete Streets are 
streets for everyone. They are designed and operated to enable 
safe access for all users, including pedestrians, bicyclists, 
motorists and transit riders of all ages and abilities. Complete 
Streets make it easy to cross the street, walk to shops, and 
bicycle to work. They allow buses to run on time and make it 
safe for people to walk to and from train stations.

Creating Complete Streets means transportation agencies 
must change their approach to community roads. By 
adopting a Complete Streets policy, communities direct their 
transportation planners and engineers to routinely design and 
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operate the entire right-of-way to enable safe access for all 
users, regardless of age, ability, or mode of transportation. This 
means that every transportation project will make the street 
network better and safer for drivers, transit users, pedestrians, 
and bicyclists — making Americus a better place to live.

Design Helper Group
Often property and business owners would like to update the 
façade of their buildings, but historic preservation guidelines 
can be confusing. By creating a group that offers free design 
assistance, an initial barrier to façade improvements can be 
eliminated.

Garden Club Downtown Planters
Americus has many garden clubs. Often these clubs are looking 
for projects that would better the community. Downtown 

Americus could always use beautification assistance. A 
coordinated and committed effort from a few of these garden 
clubs has the potential to transform downtown into a showcase 
of vegetative beauty.

Muckalee Creek Park Improvements
Muckalee Creek Park is an under-performing community 
asset. By making improvements to programming like a canoe 
and kayak launch, rear entry pedestrian and biking access that 
connect to downtown, trails, wayfinding signage and a dog 
park, park visits would drastically increase.

design
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artwork in windows & minor improvements
• Start with a can of paint

• Derelict building owners should be contacted for their 
involvement in downtown improvements 

• However, if they are not willing to comply, the Downtown 
Development Authority and the city could step in to 
improve the appearance of such buildings

Storefront Improvements, Art in Windows 
Before: This building is located on Jackson Street. Currently, 
the storefront on the right has a weathered awning, a missing 
window, and chipping paint. The orange-painted building has 
a missing decorative window hood and some areas that could 
use repainting.

After: The rendering shows the vacant storefront windows 
filled with the artwork of local schoolchildren, a program that 
could be changed monthly to feature the work of different 
students from the community. The decorative window hood 
that was missing on the orange building has been replaced, 
and both buildings have been repainted. The missing upper-
story window has been replaced and a new awning added 
that matches the existing color scheme. The exterior air-
conditioning unit has been removed.

Before 
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After design

new awning

window
replaced

building repainted
a/c unit removed 

artwork placed in windows

window hood
replaced and 
paint matched

47
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fix the awnings
Before
This building is located on Cotton Avenue. The awnings are 
missing, and the awning frame is damaged and bent. 

After
As shown in the rendering, the awnings have been replaced. 

After

Before
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playground at lenny’s farmers market
Lenny’s Farmers Market is a great destination for families. 
By adding a fruit-and vegetable-themed play area, Lenny’s 
Farmers Market would create a permanent amenity for 
younger children, allowing their parents more time to sell, 
shop, and socialize.

Before
The photograph shows the empty space behind Lenny’s  
Farmers Market located at 110 North Hampton Street. 

After
The rendering shows how a fruit-and vegetable-themed 
playground could look in the space behind the market. 
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After

Before design
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Mcgarrah street corridor improvements
The McGarrah Street entryway could be greatly improved by 
decreasing the road width, planting trees along the street, and 
improving the sidewalks.

Before
The photograph shows a view of McGarrah Street heading 
toward downtown Americus. 

After
As shown in the rendering, the McGarrah Street entryway 
could be greatly improved by decreasing the road width, 
planting trees along the street, and improving the sidewalks.

After

52
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Before 
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uncovering the historic brick street
Before
A historic brick-paved road exists underneath the asphalt 
surface of this intersection at McGarrah Street, Wild Street, 
and Cotton Avenue.

After
The rendering shows the intersection with the brick pavers 
restored and the asphalt removed. 

Quotes could be imprinted onto the sidewalk like the one shown 
above that celebrate Americus' unique culture and history.
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Before 

After
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traffic-calming solutions
Lamar Street Reconfiguration
A different road configuration could slow traffic and benefit downtown pedestrians and 
businesses. Currently, 9,540 vehicles per day travel on Lamar Street, and 10,670 vehicles per 
day are on Forsyth Street. Implementing a pedestrian-friendly design could benefit downtown.

Narrowing (removing one of the three lanes) the downtown portion of Lamar Street would:

• reduce vehicle speed

• allow for additional diagonal parking spaces

• continue be able to accommodate the current flow of traffic with two lanes

Before
The aerial view shows the current configuration of Lamar Street, which is three, one-way 
lanes.

After
The plan view shown below is a prototypical design that could be applied anywhere on Lamar 
Street starting at North Hampton Street to Lee Street. The design can be modified and also 
applied up until Prince Street. 

After A total of 92 additional parking spaces can be created 
by reconfiguring Lamar Street to diagonal parking.
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Before 
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Before 

After
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traffic-calming solutions
Lamar and Hampton Streets Intersection
A different road configuration could slow traffic and benefit downtown pedestrians and 
businesses. Currently, 9,540 vehicles per day travel on Lamar Street, and 10,670 vehicles per 
day are on Forsyth Street. Implementing a pedestrian-friendly design could benefit downtown.

Before
This view is from the intersection of Lamar and Hampton streets looking east across the 
existing crosswalk toward Habitat for Humanity.

After
This rendering shows several improvements made to Lamar Street:

• lane removal

• diagonal parking

• planted curb extensions

• street trees

examples of reverse-angle parking, an even safer option than 
regular angled parking
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traffic-calming solutions
Lamar and Cotton Streets Intersection
A different road configuration could slow traffic and benefit downtown pedestrians and 
businesses. Currently, 9,540 vehicles per day travel on Lamar Street, and 10,670 vehicles per 
day are on Forsyth Street. Implementing a pedestrian-friendly design could benefit downtown.

Before
This view is from the intersection of Lamar and Hampton Street looking east across the 
existing crosswalk toward the Windsor Hotel. 

After
This rendering shows several improvements made to Lamar Street:

• lane removal

• diagonal parking

• planted curb extensions

• street trees
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Before 

After
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traffic-calming solutions
Lamar and Cotton Streets Intersection
A different road configuration could slow traffic and benefit 
downtown pedestrians and businesses. Currently, 9,540 
vehicles per day travel on Lamar Street, and 10,670 vehicles 
per day are on Forsyth Street. Implementing a pedestrian-
friendly design could benefit downtown.

Before
This view is from Lamar Street in front of the Windsor Hotel, 
looking east.

After
This rendering shows several improvements made to Lamar 
Street:

• lane removal

• diagonal parking

• large street trees

Before 

After
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rylander park -  phase i
The new Rylander Park is a great downtown asset and provides a 
needed green space. There is an opportunity to expand this park by 
redesigning the adjacent rear row of buildings that front Cotton 
Avenue. By creating rear business access in a pedestrian or green area, 
Americus would create a lively outdoor area that could accommodate 
multiple types of programming, increasing the number of people in the 
area throughout the day and evening.

Before
The aerial view shows Rylander Park on West Lamar Street. This image 
was taken from Google Maps.

After
The rendered plan shows the existing Rylander Park with one simple 
change—the addition of movable ropes at the West Lamar Street 
entrance. These ropes will allow city officials to block vehicular traffic 
except when necessary (such as deliveries, trash pickup, etc.) and 
will create a safe walkway for pedestrians. This option could be used 
for special events and then could be easily removed afterward. The 
rendered plan shows roped off areas at park entrances: parts of the 
block could be used for small events, or the entire block could host 
large events. 

Before 
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Phase I: add removable ropes

AfterAfter

Restaurant

Sweet Georgia
Baking Company
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rylander park -  phase i i
Another option is to install bollards, which are more permanent than 
temporary barriers like ropes but are still removable to allow service 
vehicles to access the downtown buildings adjacent to the park 

rylander park -  phase i i i
The next phase of park improvements includes extending the lawn further 
back into the block, which creates more usable park space. Sidewalk 
configurations change to accommodate the new plan. Trees and other 
plantings are added throughout the lawn and parking lots to improve 
overall landscaping and provide more shade on hot summer days. 

Phase II: add removable bollards

Phase
II
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Phase III: extend park lawn and increase sidewalks

III
Phase

III

Restaurant

Sweet Georgia
Baking Company
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Rylander Park -  Phase IV 
Phase IV improvements include installing brick patio-style pavers to the area east of the park’s 
green space. As shown in the rendered plan, bollards are installed on both ends of the brick 
patio space, making it primarily accessible to pedestrian traffic. The design creates usable and 
attractive courtyard space behind the buildings fronting Cotton Avenue that could be used 
for a variety of things such as outdoor dining, live music, festivals, food cart and other vendor 
sales, and many other attractions for both day and night.

Before
The photograph shows the current entrance to Rylander Park from West Lamar Street. 

After, Daytime
The rendering shows the entrance after Phase IV improvements:

• installation of bollards to block vehicular traffic,

• brick patio pavers added,

• improved landscaping such as new trees and flower beds,

• a new Rylander Park granite welcome sign,

• string lights hung over the patio walkway, and

• outdoor seating added.

After, Nighttime
The rendering shows the entrance after Phase IV improvements as they would look at night.

IVPhase
IV

Restaurant

Sweet Georgia
Baking Company
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Before 

After

After
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Rylander Park -  Phase IV 
The rendering below shows Phase IV improvements to Rylander Park. The ideal design 
would include a large green space that could be used for many different activities. 
Downtown events could be held here and there would be enough room to accommodate 
large crowds. The brick patio area would be unaccessible to vehicular thru-traffic, except 
for utility and supply vehicles. Food trucks could park in these areas, offering a safe and 
fun place to enjoy gourmet street food, read a book, or play on the lawn—right in the 
heart of downtown Americus. 

Phase
IV

Before 
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complete streets policy
Complete Streets are streets for everyone. They are designed 
and operated to enable safe access for all users, including 
pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists, and transit riders of all ages 
and abilities. Complete Streets make it easy to cross the street, 
walk to shops, and bicycle to work. They allow buses to run 
on time and make it safe for people to walk to and from train 
stations.

The Jackson Street Example
Before
The photograph shows the existing view looking north along 
Jackson Street toward downtown. The sidewalks on the right 
side are in good shape, but those on the left are in poor 
condition. The street is wide enough for cars to park along the 
side and still allow for vehicular flow.  

After
The rendering shows what Jackson Street could look like if a 
bicycle lane were added to each side, street trees planted, and 
an inviting paved walkway installed to connect this area to the 
downtown.

A complete streets example, shown in section view
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Before 

After
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Before
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Muckalee Creek Park Improvements
Muckalee Creek Park is an under performing community asset. 
By making improvements to programming like a canoe and kayak 
launch, rear entry pedestrian and biking access that connect to 
downtown, trails, wayfinding signage and a dog park, park visits 
would drastically increase.

Before
Currently, Magnolia Street does not have an entry into Muckalee  
Creek Park, and there is not a sidewalk for pedestrians.

After
This rendering shows an entry into Muckalee Creek Park from 
Magnolia Street, with signage and a shaded sidewalk connecting 
to Millard Fuller Boulevard and the downtown.

After

75
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economic development
The key to downtown economic development is to increase the 
number of people living in and around downtown. Downtown 
must also continue to increase the number of businesses
and jobs.

Business Retention
Prior to creating a business recruitment program, a business 
retention and expansion philosophy needs to be fully embraced. 
First, the city must determine the largest current employers 
in the downtown area (e.g., Habitat for Humanity, Sumter 
County, local small businesses, and the City of Americus). 
Think of these identified groups as the crucial industries. Next 
the city should develop a communication and partnership 
strategy to help them succeed. The city must play a significant 
role as they strategically plan for their future.

• Business Retention and Expansion: Another step in 
retaining and expanding current employers is to look at 
existing businesses throughout Americus and determine 
the technical assistance that could most benefit them, 
especially local businesses. The city could work with 
the Small Business Development Center (SBDC) at the 
University of Georgia to offer the technical assistance 
needed for businesses to be successful.

• Business Recruitment through SGTC and GSW: Often 
communities with institutions of higher education view 
the student population as a four-year economic driver. 
Communities that coordinate local industries’ needs with 
these institutions create long-term economic development. 
The city should continue to work with both SGTC and 
GSW students to encourage them to seek employment 
locally or to open a business in Americus.

• Recruit New Businesses: The need to attract new businesses 
and fill vacant spaces was discussed in multiple focus 
groups. Currently, the Americus DDA takes many steps to 
recruit businesses. Some additional steps like categorizing 
vacant buildings as “move-in ready” or “not move-in 
ready” could help spur more development. Another step 
would be to recruit regional downtown businesses that 
would be interested in opening another business 
in Americus.

• Downtown Incentive Workshop: Another way to recruit 
business is to host a downtown incentives workshop for 
bankers and realtors. Downtown already offers many 
incentives such as façade grants, preservation tax credits, 
and low-interest loan programs. These programs can be 
the critical ingredients to make downtown development 
deals successful. It is important that local realtors and 
bankers know, support, and utilize these incentives. A 
yearly workshop could kick-start this process, and the 
Americus DDA could host a breakfast or lunch meeting. 

Speakers from the Department of Community Affairs and 
the Georgia Cities Foundation revolving loan programs 
could attend and give presentations.

Housing Redevelopment Tools
There are both federal and state tax credit programs to 
incentivize the redevelopment of historic properties. The 
downtown commercial core and Americus’ residential historic 
district are both listed on the National Register. Thus, these 
buildings are eligible for the tax credits if renovation adheres to 
the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of 
Historic Properties. An application process must be completed 
in order to be eligible for the tax credits. The application 
can sometimes be a barrier to accessing the tax credits. The 
Americus DDA could develop or contract with a person who 
would provide the technical assistance necessary to complete 
the application process to encourage redevelopment.

Façade Grant Program
The Americus DDA already administers a downtown façade 
grant program, and the city council has recently allocated 
increased funds to the program. The DDA could consider 
extending the grant program to the rear of buildings to 
encourage the maintenance and rehabilitation of all sides of 
buildings, especially the buildings that have rear parking. Also, 
another façade grant program could be developed to assist 
with the façades in the downtown residential district.

SGTC, GSW, and Downtown
The city should also explore downtown property development 
or programmatic opportunities for future SGTC and GSW 
campus needs. SGTC has already made physical investment in 
downtown Americus with its Stein Center.

Just visit Columbus, Georgia, to see the positive impact that 
Columbus State University (CSU) has had on its downtown 
through significant capital investment. As an example of 
possible development that a university can bring to a city, CSU 
now offers the following:

• Student housing for 400 students

• The Rankin Den and Dining (for students and the public)

• A bookstore

• A university police office

• A regular shuttle between downtown and the main campus

• CSU’s Coca-Cola Space Science Center

• Schwob School of Music, located inside the city’s 
beautiful River Center for the Performing Arts

• CSU’s Theatre on the Park and the Corn Center for 
Visual Arts, including: two theaters, lighting lab, costume 
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shop, design studio, woodworking spaces, an oversized art 
gallery, almost a dozen spaces customized for art study, 
work, and display, and a student lounge.

• Carpenters Hall, home of CSU’s Department of 
Communications

• Yancey Center at One Arsenal Place, featuring 
administrative offices for the College of the Arts as well 
as faculty and staff offices for the departments of art, 
theatre, and history and geography

• Dillingham Place, home of Mac computer labs and 
classrooms equipped with specialized software

Both CSU and the City of Columbus have greatly benefited 
from a shared vision as well as strategic plans that make that 
vision a reality.

Historic Residential Neighborhoods
It is imperative that downtown residential neighborhoods 
become the desired location for all ages and types of people. 
In order to have a vibrant downtown, people living in or within 
close proximity are crucial.

Code Enforcement
Code enforcement is necessary to stabilize downtown 
residential historic neighborhoods. The older homes are 
amazing treasures that significantly add to Americus’ sense 
of place. These homes are investments in Americus’ future. 
The city must be vigilant in making sure that property 
owners, especially multifamily developments, are adhering 
to city codes. Code enforcement can be a difficult issue that 
takes political will and the support of the entire community 
to be successful. A first step is to complete a city-wide code 
enforcement audit of city-owned properties to ensure that the 
city is not accidentally violating its own codes. Effective code 
enforcement only happens when all people are held to the 
same standards and are treated equally. There will inevitably 
be public push-back; therefore, the positive aspects of code 
enforcement must be repeatedly communicated to make sure 
that public support does not wane over time.

Safety Grants
The city should consider applying for safety grants. Wiring 
and fire safety grants could encourage upper-story housing 
redevelopment. Consider creating and implementing a 
sprinkler and upper-story wiring system program similar to 
Dahlonega’s.

Form-Based Code
A form-based code focuses on the appearance of a building 
instead of its use. It allows many uses in an area. This approach 
simulates the organic nature of downtown development. It 
would allow for a mixed-use area where work, live, and play go 
hand-in-hand. Form-based codes could be very advantageous 
for downtown Americus in areas where redevelopment needs 
to take place. Instead of creating limits and restrictions, 
form-based codes incentivize redevelopment. Outside of 
the downtown commercial business district surrounding the 
Windsor Hotel, there are many areas that need redevelopment. 
One such area begins at the railroad tracks west of downtown 
and runs along West Forsyth Street to North Hampton Street. 
The City of Thomasville, Georgia, has recently implemented 
a form-based overlay district for Vitoria Place. The overlay 
has been successful and is encouraging new housing in the 
downtown area.

Arts and Entertainment District
Using vacant areas of downtown for an arts and entertainment 
district could create a redevelopment opportunity. Allowing 
establishments more flexibility in hours of operation and 
beverage service could incentivize redevelopment.

Land Bank
Land banks are quasi-governmental entities created by counties 
or municipalities to effectively manage and repurpose an 
inventory of underused, abandoned, or foreclosed properties. 
They are often chartered to have powers that allow them 
to accomplish these goals in ways that existing government 
agencies cannot. Americus could create a land bank to assist 
with downtown housing redevelopment.
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Historic Residential Neighborhoods
It is imperative that downtown residential neighborhoods become the desired 
location for all ages and types of people. In order to have a vibrant downtown, 
people living in or within close proximity are crucial. Americus has a beautiful 
stock of historic houses in and around downtown. These should be taken care of 
as mush as possible as they add character to the city and downtown. 
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arts & entertainment district :  a plan view
Using vacant areas of downtown for an arts and entertainment 
district could create a redevelopment opportunity. Allowing 
establishments more flexibility in hours of operation and 
beverage service could incentive redevelopment. 

Before
The aerial photograph shows an area downtown that could be 
designated as an entertainment district in the future. These 
two blocks are bordered by Baldwin Boulevard, West Forsyth 
Street, North Hampton Street, and West Lamar Street. 

After
The rendered plan view shows streetscape improvements and 
new uses for vacant buildings in the proposed entertainment 
district. Streetscape improvements include:

• widening the sidewalk where possible,
• planting trees along the sidewalk, and
• installing a bicycle lane along West Forsyth Street.

New form-based code zoning ordinances could allow for 
mixed-use development and multiple uses within the proposed 
entertainment district. Some mixed-use options include 
apartments, entertainment, outdoor live music, retail shops, 
restaurants, automotive shops, and bars. 
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Before

After
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arts & entertainment district :  mixed-use 
Before
This building is located on West Forsyth Street and is currently 
vacant.  

After
The rendering shows the building functioning as a mixed-
use space, with the front occupied as a jazz/piano bar and 
restaurant, while residential apartments are located in the 
back. Landscaping improvements include planting street trees 
and shrubs, repaving the lot, and redefining the sidewalk.

Before 

After
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Before 
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arts & entertainment district :  streetscape
A new entertainment district will need streetscape improvements 
to encourage development and become a safe and attractive area 
for pedestrians.

Before
The photograph shows the corner of North Dudley Street and 
West Lamar Street.

After
The rendering shows several proposed improvements made along 
North Dudley and West Lamar Streets:

• crosswalk striping is painted on the road
• street lamps (same as the ones found in downtown) are 

added along the streets
• a new grass buffer replaces the concrete wall in the  

parking lot
• a sidewalk is added to the west side of North Dudley Street
• repaved roads

After
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arts & entertainment district :  streetscape
A new entertainment district will need streetscape improvements 
to encourage development and become a safe and attractive area 
for pedestrians.

Before
The photograph looks west along West Forsyth Street. 

After
The rendering shows several proposed improvements made along 
North Dudley and West Lamar Streets:

• trees and shrubs have been planted

• crosswalk striping is painted on road

• street lamps (same as the ones found in downtown) are 
added along the streets

• a new grass buffer separates the sidewalk from the street

• the concrete wall is painted green

• a bike lane has been installed

After
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arts & entertainment district :  streetscape
A new entertainment district will need streetscape improvements 
to encourage development and become a safe and attractive area 
for pedestrians.

Before
The photograph shows a vacant building and large paved lot on 
West Forsyth Street. 

After
As shown in the rendering, the vacant building now houses 
“The Grill Next Door,” a restaurant, bar, and music venue. 
Landscaping improvements include the following:

• trees and shrubs have been planted

• street lamps (same as the ones found in downtown) have 
been added along the streets 

• a new grass buffer separates the sidewalk from the street

After
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arts & entertainment district :  streetscape
A new entertainment district will need streetscape improvements to 
encourage development and become a safe and attractive area for 
pedestrians.

Before
The photograph shows a view of the intersection of North Hampton 
and West Forsyth streets.

After
The rendering shows several improvements made to the intersection:

• sidewalks are widened where possible

• trees and shrubs are planted

• street lamps (same as the ones found in downtown) are added 
along the streets

• a new grass buffer separates the sidewalk from the street

• a bike lane is installed

After
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arts & ENTERTAINMENT DISTRICT -  MIXED USE
Before
The photograph shows a vacant building and large paved 
lot on West Forsyth Street.

After
As shown in the rendering, the vacant building now houses 
“Artbar,” a concept that could include gallery spaces for 
local artists and a cocktail bar. In addition, a children’s 
history museum could be located in the building next door. 
These concepts are just two of the many different ways 
to utilize the proposed mixed-use entertainment district. 
Landscaping improvements include the following:

• trees and shrubs are planted along the sidewalk

• a new grass buffer separates the sidewalk from the 
street

• the sidewalk is widened

• the empty lot has new planted areas

After

Before 
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other entertainment -  downtown fun park
Before
This vacant building and large paved lot is located in a 
prime area downtown on South Lee Street. The community 
has requested fun, programmatic activities downtown that 
could draw people of all ages. If not developed at this 
location, somewhere downtown should take advantage of 
this opportunity to create a unique and fun attraction.

After
The large vacant lot and building are ideal spaces for a 
themed “fun park,” which could become a destination 
downtown for families. The rendering shows a dinosaur-
themed fun park that offers miniature golf, laser tag, an 
arcade, and more.

After

Before 
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short-term action items
Organization

1. Quarterly Civic Leadership Meetings

2. Communicating with GSW and SGTC Students

3. Great Americus Cleanup

4. Clean up Downtown

5. Design and Upkeep of Gateway Islands

6. Electric Car Charging Station

7. 100 Volunteers

8. Downtown Planters 

9. Neighborhood Watch Program

Promotion

10. First Friday Event

11. Farm to Table Walk

12. Dinner and a Movie

Design

13. Free Design Advice for Areas Adjacent to Historic District

14. Complete Streets Program

15. Muckalee Creek Park

16. Gateway Signage on Highway 280

17. Façade Grant Program for Rear of Buildings

Economic Development

18. Arts and Entertainment Zone

19. Jackson Street Depot

20. Land Bank

21. Beautifying and Redeveloping Distressed Properties

100
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Angie Singletary, Executive Director of Downtown Development, 
using sticky notes to organize the Americus work plan items

the 4-point approach -  already in action
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o r g a n i z a t i o n
action items
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action item 1 :  quarterly civic leadership meetings
Lead: Ben Andrews

Partners: Archway, civic groups

Timeline: 3-6 months

Funding: N/A

Obstacles: volunteer time

Steps:

1. Identify list of all civic organizations in community

2. Research current civic group meeting schedules

3. Coordinate with contacts for each civic group

4. Pick the location, dates, and times for quarterly meetings

5. At the first meeting, discuss the meeting structure. The first meeting should be 
facilitated by city staff, and future meetings could be led by civic groups on a rotating 
schedule.

103
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action item 2 :  communicating with gsw & sgtc students
Lead: Ben Andrews

Partners: Georgia Southwestern State University (GSW)

Timeline: start within 3 months, then ongoing

Funding: N/A

Obstacles: N/A

Steps:

1. Reach out to Josh Curtin at GSW

2. Get city staff on agenda for monthly meetings at GSW

3. Coordinate with contacts for each civic group

4. Attend meetings on an ongoing basis

104
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action item 3 :  great americus cleanup
Lead: Angie Singletary

Partners: community volunteers, Friendship Baptist Church, Central Baptist Church

Timeline: first cleanup will be Saturday, April 25th, quarterly thereafter (every 3 months)

Funding: N/A

Obstacles: N/A

Steps:

1. Determine dates for the year

2. Select area to be cleaned

3. Cleanups will be from 9:00 to 12:00

4. Develop Cleanup volunteer base and support

5. Reach out to the community: schools, GSW, SGTC, business 
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action item 4 :  Clean Up Downtown
Lead: Angie Singletary

Partners: Downtown Development Authority

Timeline: 3–6 months

Funding: City of Americus, Downtown Development Authority

Obstacles: funding

Steps:

1. Identify source of funding for downtown correctional officer

2. Have item approved in budget

3. Coordinate with contacts for each civic group

4. Hire correctional officer for downtown

106
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action item 5 :  Design & Upkeep of Gateway Islands
Lead: Joyce Carreker and Phyllis Argo

Partners: volunteers, Fed./Ben Dev

Timeline: Now through July 4, 2015

Funding: Community of My Mind Funds, Fed. of Garden Club

Obstacles: water, matching funds

Steps:

1. Contact DOT/City Street Department

2. Number the islands

3. Solve water issues 

4. Recruit volunteers to help plant

5. Recruit volunteers to help maintain the islands

6. Use youth volunteers

7. Perry Wellness may take ownership of Reese Park

8. Check for ant mounds on a regular basis
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action item 6 :  Electric Car Charging Station
Lead: Angie Singletary, city staff

Partners: Downtown Development Authority, Nissan, Georgia Power

Timeline: within three months 

Funding: Downtown Development Authority, Nissan, Georgia Power

Obstacles: location

Steps:

1. Identify location for charging station

2. Research funding sources and rebates

3. Research cost of station

4. Have mayor and council approve location if on city property

5. Have station installed

108
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action item 7 :  100 Volunteers
Lead: Kim Christmas

Partners: Allyson Streeter Drinnon, Habitat for Humanity, Eaton’s Cooper Lighting

Timeline: database–March 1 and 100 Volunteers

Funding: N/A

Obstacles: data collection, recruitment 

Steps:

1. Set up method of tracking volunteer data

2. Collect volunteer data (contact, interests, group/organization)

3. Collect events data from civic and government entities

4. Match volunteers

5. Clubs have an email that doesn’t change

6. Create list of activities to distribute

7. Create press release about 100 Volunteers

8. Get the word out

• Database? www.volunteermatch.com

• Waiver

• Interest

• Communication (radio, app, signage, FB – SMM, email, #, Instagram, Google+)

• Events list

• Communicate to local civic and government entities about the availability of 
volunteer lists

• Consult with the city attorney to create a review draft of a volunteer waiver

• Plant–to become a part of the Roslyn Carter Butterfly Trail
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action item 8 :  downtown planters
Lead: Joyce Carreker and Phyllis Argo

Partners: Federation of Garden Clubs, South Georgia Technical College 
Horticulture Department, Georgia Southwestern Foundation

Timeline: 12 months 

Funding: Community on My Mind, GA Power, Federation, Downtown 
Development Authority, Garden Club

Obstacles: cooperation with local businesses with watering 

Steps:

1. Secure funding for a one-year program

2. Select plants and color palette

3. Talk to business owners

4. Select locations
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action item 9 :  Neighborhood Watch Program
Lead: Americus law enforcement 

Partners: Block leaders, Tim Lewis, Mitch Grant, Jerry Battle, Ben Andrews, District Attorney, 
Sumter County Sheriff, Sumter County EMA

Timeline: ongoing

Funding: Citizen Corp Grant funded

Obstacles: coordinating the effort with multiple partners 

Steps:

1. Select a neighborhood (South Jackson Street area)

2. Select and train a block leader

3. Select and train volunteers

4. Establish a working relationship between law enforcement and neighborhood groups

5. Incorporate existing neighborhood watch groups

6. Select and train a citizens advisory board
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p r o m o t i o n
action items
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action item 10 :  First Friday Event
Lead: city staff

Partners: downtown merchants, Rylander Theatre

Timeline: 6–12 months

Funding: Downtown Development Authority

Obstacles: volunteer time, funding, business buy-in 

Steps:

1. Identify businesses interested in the program

2. Set dates for the events

3. Promote the events

4. Find volunteers to help run the events

5. Design the scope of the event (music, etc.)

6. Encourage businesses to have late store hours on event days
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action item 11 :  farm to table walk
Lead: Kat Mournighan

Partners: farmers, Georgia-grown producers, chefs, retailers

Timeline: fall, August–September (when the summer farmers’ market 
shopping decreases) 

Funding: promotion, security, cleanup  

Obstacles: heat, weather 

Steps:

1. Identify co-lead

2. Identify participating cooks and venues

3. Pick a date

4. Communicate early with farmers for ingredients and timing

5. Social/civic groups as guide/hosts
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action item 12 :  Dinner & a Movie
Lead: Rylander Theatre staff

Partners: Downtown Development Authority, downtown restaurants

Timeline: 6–12 months

Funding: Main Street

Obstacles: restaurant participation, technology, funding

Steps:

1. Set date

2. Engage restaurants

3. Determine a movie

4. Restaurants determine specials to be offered

5. Secure licensing

6. Set ticket price

7. Market the event

8. Host the event
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action item 13 :  Free Design Advice for Areas Adjacent to Historic 
District (both in-person and “how-to” books)
Lead: Meda Krenson

Partners: Charles Crisp, Angie Singletary (for public relations, etc.), John Morgan

Timeline: start now

Funding: N/A

Obstacles: Free advice doesn’t mean free working drawings

Steps:

1. Gather and organize existing resources—both how-to books and floor plans of 
buildings that have already been drawn

2. Make list of trained “advisors”

3. Contact this list to enlist their buy-in

4. Resource library open to the public

5. Publicize – T.R. news article, flyers, realtors
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action item 14 :  Complete Streets Program
Lead: City of Americus

Partners: Sumter Cycling, RVRC, Alta Planning

Timeline: ongoing, start within 1–2 years 

Funding: City of Americus

Obstacles: start-up funding, push back from car drivers 

Steps:

1. Work with RVRC and the planning firm to design the 
Complete Streets program

2. Work with Sumter Cycling to prioritize areas

3. Begin by adding bike lanes to areas with little car traffic and 
parking

4. Create ordinances specifying that new development and 
streets must be designed with bikes and pedestrians in mind 
as well as cars

5. Apply to the League of American Bicyclists to be certified a 
“Bicycle Friendly City”
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action item 15 :  Muckalee Creek Park
Lead: Downtown Development Authority, Angie Singletary

Partners: Archway, city, tourism council, boat shop, recreation department

Timeline: 2–5 years

Funding: potential nongovernmental partners 

Obstacles: funding, possible environmental concerns 

Steps:

1. Get input from partners on needs for the park

2. Have Archway design plans for the park and waterway

3. Find interested funding partners or build funding into the budget

4. Make improvements to Millard  Fuller Boulevard to tie the 
project to downtown

5. Implementation/construction

6. Create signage and promotional materials for the park
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action item 16 :  Gateway Signage on HWY 280
Lead: Angie Singletary

Partners: Tourism Council

Timeline: April—May

Funding: City of Americus

Obstacles: N/A

Steps:

1. Meet with the Georgia Department of Transportation

2. Engage sign company (Densye)

3. Develop sign design

4. Work with GA Power for lighting needs

5. Work with Calhoun Landscaping for sprinklers

6. Install the sign

7. Install landscaping around the sign

8. Maintain
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action item 17 :  Facade Grant Program for Rear of Buildings
Lead: Angie Singletary

Partners: Matt Morgan, design chair

Timeline: 6 months

Funding: $7,500 from the Downtown Development Authority

Obstacles: getting the property and business owners to utilize the funds 

Steps:

1. Adjust the current application for the rear of buildings. Allow an applicant 
to apply for both programs.

2. Set aside the funding

3. Target key areas (properties with rear parking)

4. Discuss the program with property owners
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e c o n o m i c  d e v e l o p m e n t

action items
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action item 18 :  arts & Entertainment Zone
Lead: Downtown Development Authority, Bill Harris, city staff

Partners: Downtown Development Authority, downtown business owners

Timeline: 6–12 months

Funding: city, potential Special Tax District

Obstacles: political will, funding 

Steps:

1. Clarify the currently identified target area

2. Discuss the idea with current property owners within the target area

3. Consider ways to fund a police/security presence, possibly through a Special Tax 
District or by expanding the current downtown district

4. Design ordinances that allow more businesses to open within the entertainment 
district

5. Research form-based codes as an option

6. Work with the mayor and council to pass appropriate ordinances
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action item 19 :  Jackson Street Depot
Lead: City of Americus

Partners: Archway, railroad

Timeline: within 7 years

Funding: SPLOST

Obstacles: acquisition of land 

Steps:

1. Put item up for vote on SPLOST

2. Get plans for depot, possibly from Archway

3. Acquire land on South Jackson Street

4. Work with railroad on any right-of-way issues

5. Collect SPLOST revenues

6. Begin construction
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action item 20 :  land bank
Lead: city staff

Partners: county

Timeline: within 6 months

Funding: N/A

Obstacles: political will  

Steps:

1. Pass legislation for a Landbank Authority

2. Create city urban redevelopment plan

3. Create county urban redevelopment plan

4. Create city urban redevelopment agency

5. Create county urban redevelopment agency

6. Appoint city members to the Landbank

7. Appoint county members to the Landbank

8. Appoint joint member to the Landbank
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action item 21 :  Beautifying & Redeveloping Distressed Properties 
Lead: Charles Crisp

Partners: Sumter Historic Trust, One Sumter

Timeline: begins immediately, continuing indefinitely

Funding: One Sumter, private investors

Obstacles: reluctant property owners, lack of funding 

Steps:

1. Build covered porches over sidewalks

2. Plant trees

3. Create a grant and/or low-interest loan program for façade improvements

4. Work with PDA, Chamber, and One Sumter

• IE: 215 S. Jackson Street

• IE: 217 S. Jackson Street

• IE: 319 S. Jackson Street
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long-term goals
Rylander Park Expansion 
This project involves more than simply expanding the green 
space or putting the park back in parking lot. The City of 
Americus needs to program activities in the space. By creating 
a design that is open and flexible, multiple types of activities 
can occur. Utilizing the backs and sides of the existing building 
and businesses will also contribute to action and energy. The 
more people the space encourages to engage in different 
activities, the better. Be creative and try different activities.  

Repairing and Preserving Historic Building Upper-story 
Ornamentation
Americus should investigate creating a revolving grant 
to maintain historic building upper-story ornamentation. 
Doing so will keep their historic identity intact. Upper-story 
ornamentation can pose a health and safety hazard if not 
properly maintained.  Yet, removing the ornamentation can 
cause more damage and safety concerns over time. The old 
cornices, architects note, were designed to deflect rain like 
an umbrella. Once they have been removed, the brick façade 
is directly exposed to the elements and may actually wick 

moisture away from the surface, where it freezes and thaws, 
destabilizing the brick. Covering the exposed wall with ribbons 
of stucco can lead to water absorption and is just a temporary 
fix. It is important to maintain ornamentation for both aesthetic 
and waterproofing reasons. 

Increase Handicapped Parking Downtown
Downtown must be accessible for everyone. There must be 
adequate handicapped parking throughout the downtown. 
Furthermore, making sure the sidewalks are handicapped 
accessible and easily navigable is necessary as well.

Muckalee Creek Park 
Increased programmatic activities could make Muckalee 
Creek Park a community draw. It has untapped potential. For 
instance, the park could be used as a “put in and take out point” 
for canoeing and kayaking.  It also could house a community 
dog park and nature trails. A rear entrance could be installed, 
creating a connection to downtown that could become 
pedestrian- and bicycle-safe with improved infrastructure that 
supports walking and biking.  
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Gateway/Corridor Improvements
It is essential to embrace a long-term strategy to improve the 
aesthetics and functionality of the commercial corridors coming 
into and leaving Americus. Aesthetic improvements can range 
from greening the rights-of-way and parking lots to screening 
or moving parking so that it is not the dominant feature to 
decreasing curb cuts and increasing sidewalks and bicycle 
lanes to allow for other users besides automobiles. If the city 
develops zoning standards that govern these and other options 
over time, the corridors’ look and function will improve. One 
only has to look toward Madison, Georgia’s corridor zoning 
to see the positive impact that zoning regulations can have on 
commercial corridors.   

Complete Streets
By adopting a Complete Streets policy, communities direct 
their transportation planners and engineers to routinely design 
and operate the entire right-of-way to enable safe access for 
all users, regardless of age, ability, or mode of transportation. 
This means that every transportation project will make the 

street network better and safer for drivers, transit users, 
pedestrians, and bicyclists — making Americus a better place 
to live. Adopting a Complete Streets approach in Americus 
would require the mayor and city council to change their 
policies toward community roads.

Form-Based Codes/Entertainment District
Form-based codes can be used as a way to beautify and manage 
a potential entertainment district. This type of district can spur 
economic growth in and around downtown. If Americus were 
to implement form-based codes, it would improve the nightlife 
without negatively impacting the hotel business in the heart of 
downtown.

photo by flickr member Chris Usrey. 2014





The Carl Vinson Institute of Government, a public service and outreach 
unit of the University of Georgia, supports state and local entities within 
the state of Georgia with technical assistance and training. The Institute 
of Government has been successfully working with state and local 
governments to establish and attain community goals for over 85 years. 

The Institute provides access to a multidisciplinary faculty who serve local 
governments and communities throughout Georgia, the nation, and across 
the globe. Core service areas include economic analysis and forecasting 
by experts with a keen understanding of Georgia’s economy; facilitation 
by trained, certified, and experienced facilitators; community economic 
development with skilled practitioners; city and community planning 
with proficient and certified city planners; law and public policy with 
experienced public sector attorneys; strategic planning; and mediation and 
conflict resolution.  
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